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The Trolley Problem, Or, Would You Throw the Fat Guy Off the Bridge? 2013 the trolley problem is an ethical thought experiment dreamed up in 1967 by
british philosopher philippa foot and further developed by american thinker judith jarvis thomson in the 70s since then philosophers have devised a
variety of iterations of the problem this book explores these through the lens of a trial in the court of public opinion
The Trolley Problem, or Would You Throw the Fat Guy Off the Bridge? 2013-09-10 framing the discussion as a crime tried in the court of public opinion
presents a lighthearted examination of the trolley problem one of the most famous thought experiments in modern philosophy
The Principle of Double Effect 2020-03-20 this book offers a comprehensive history of the principle of double effect and its applications in ethics
written from a non theological perspective it makes the case for the centrality of the double effect reasoning in philosophical ethics the book is
divided into two parts the first part thoroughly examines the history of double effect reasoning the author s history spans from thomas aquinas s opera
omnia to the modern and influential understanding of the principle known as proportionalism the second part of the book elucidates the principle and
addresses various objections that have been raised against it including those that arise from an in depth discussion of the trolley problem finally the
author examines the role of intentions in ethical thinking and constructs a novel defense of the principle based on fine distinctions between intentions
the principle of double effect a history and philosophical defense will be of interest to scholars and advanced students working in moral philosophy the
history of ethics bioethics medical ethics and the catholic moral tradition
A Companion to Job in the Middle Ages 2016-11-14 a companion to job in the middle ages provides a thorough introduction to the wide range of
interpretations of job produced in the medieval christian west from those in exegetical and theological works to those in poetry and art
An Amos Yong Reader 2020-05-12 amos yong is the most prolific pentecostal theologian to date and his published works are so many that it is difficult to
find an amiable entry point into his thought an amos yong reader is the first introduction to yong s theology in his own words it brings into one volume
representative samples of the broad range of yong s scholarship including theology of religions religion and science theology and disability political
theology luke acts and theological method christopher a stephenson perhaps yong s most insightful interpreter provides an introductory essay that both
orients readers to yong s extensive theological program and identifies the most important key to understanding yong s theology as his most neglected work
spirit word community a book with implications far beyond the boundaries of pentecostalism an amos yong reader provides an overview of yong s thought and
a starting point for more thorough study in any of the major themes in his expansive corpus
The Cambridge Companion to Coleridge 2002-10-24 samuel taylor coleridge is one of the most influential as well as one of the most enigmatic of all
romantic figures the possessor of a precocious talent he dazzled contemporaries with his poetry journalism philosophy and oratory without ever quite
living up to his early promise or overcoming problems of dependence and drug addiction the cambridge companion to coleridge does full justice to the many
facets of coleridge s life and work specially commissioned essays focus on his major poems including the rime of the ancient mariner and christabel his
notebooks and his major work of non fiction the biographia literaria attention is given to his role as talker journalist critic and philosopher his
politics his religion and his reputation in his own times and afterwards a chronology and guides to further reading complete the volume making this an
indispensable guide to coleridge and his work
Psychology of the Digital Age 2016 drawing on years of online research this book presents key principles of life and wellbeing in the digital realm
An Alchemical Quest for Universal Knowledge 2016-04-20 history of science credits the flemish physician alchemist and philosopher jan baptist van helmont
1579 1644 for his contributions to the development of chemistry and medicine yet as this book makes clear focussing on van helmont s impact on modern
science does not do justice to the complexity of his thought or to his influence on successive generations of intellectuals like robert boyle or
gottfried leibniz revealing van helmont as an original thinker who sought to produce a post scholastic synthesis of religion and natural philosophy
georgiana hedesan reconstructs his ambitious quest for universal knowledge as it emerges from the text of the ortus medicinae 1648 published after van
helmont s death by his son the work can best be understood as a compilation of finished and unfinished treatises the historical product of a life
unsettled by religious persecution and personal misfortune the present book provides a coherent account of van helmont s philosophy by analysing its main
tenets divided into two parts the study opens with a background to van helmont s concept of an alchemical christian philosophy demonstrating that his
outlook was deeply grounded in the tradition of medical alchemy as reformed by theophrastus von hohenheim called paracelsus 1493 1541 it then
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reconstitutes van helmont s biography while giving a historical dimension to his intellectual output the second part reconstructs van helmont s christian
philosophy investigating his views on god nature and man as well as his applied philosophy hedesan also provides an account of the development of van
helmont s thought throughout his life the conclusion sums up van helmont s intellectual achievement and highlights avenues of future research
Joss Whedon as Shakespearean Moralist 2014-12-04 drawing on the works of shakespeare and american screenwriter joss whedon this study in narrative ethics
contends that whedon is the shakespeare of our time the bard wrote before the influence of the modern moral philosophers while whedon is writing in the
postmodern period it is argued that whedon s work is more in harmony with the early modern values of shakespeare than with modern ethics which trace
their origin to 17th and 18th century moral philosophy this study includes a detailed discussion of representative works of shakespeare and whedon
showing how they can and should be read as forms of narrative ethics
Rethinking Indian Jurisprudence 2018-01-29 what is law what is the source of law what is the law for how does law differ from other norms or codes of
conduct what is the difference between law and morality who is obligated to follow the law and why what is the difference between moral and legal
obligation this book addresses these foundational questions about the law in general and seeks to reorient our thoughts to the specific nature of law in
india the india of today and the possible india of the future this volume covers relevant foundational elements concepts and questions of the discipline
brings the uniqueness of indian philosophy of law to the fore critically analyzes the major theories of jurisprudence examines legal debates on
secularism rationality religion rights and caste politics and presents useful cases and examples including free speech equality and reservation queer law
rape and security and the ethics of organ donation lucid and accessible the book will be indispensable to students teachers and scholars of law
philosophy politics as well as philosophy of law sociology of law legal theory and jurisprudence
The Cambridge History of Medieval Philosophy 2010 the cambridge history of medieval philosophy comprises over fifty specially commissioned essays by
experts on the philosophy of this period starting in the late eighth century with the renewal of learning some centuries after the fall of the roman
empire a sequence of chapters take the reader through developments in many and varied fields including logic and language natural philosophy ethics
metaphysics and theology close attention is paid to the context of medieval philosophy with discussions of the rise of the universities and developments
in the cultural and linguistic spheres a striking feature is the continuous coverage of islamic jewish and christian material there are useful
biographies of the philosophers and a comprehensive bibliography the volume illuminates a rich and remarkable period in the history of philosophy and
will be the authoritative source on medieval philosophy for the next generation of scholars and students alike publisher description
Utopian Communism and Political Thought in Early Modern England 1989 list of members in v 1
Regent University law review 1999 consent and commitment in the world community the classification and analysis of international instruments recommends
an empirically premised and functionally oriented system for classifying such instruments that serves splendidly not only to promote intellectual order
in otherwise imperfectly revealed experience but as well to satisfy the operational needs of making and shaping public policy it demonstrates remarkably
well that there is nothing quite so practical as a good theory and along the way with talmudic style footnotes providing every manner of useful example
and keen insight the author treats us to penetrating explorations of international law in the past present and potential future of world order
Proceedings and Addresses of the American Philosophical Association 2005 a continuation of two earlier series of chronicles philosophy in the mid century
frienze 1958 59 and contemporary philosophy frienze 1968 pref
Philosophy East & West 2002 vols for 1969 include a section of abstracts
Furious Interiors 1996 how do we make sense of who and what we are in this secular 21st century context of incredible and often disorienting change in so
many areas of life that is the central question which this text sets out to answer
The Foundations of Belief 1969 issues for nov 1957 include section accessions aanwinste sept 1957
The Political Conundrum 1993 seit 1989 ist es im ostseeraum zu einer explosionsartigen entstehung einer vielzahl von regionalen initiativen und
zusammenschlussen gekommen der ostseeraum weist bis heute eine europaweit einzigartig hohe konzentration an kooperativen regionalen strukturen auf diese
bilden gemeinsam ein enges netzwerk von vereinigungen die unter dem uberbegriff der ostseezusammenarbeit interagieren diese studie analysiert die
hintergrunde dieses regionalen phanomens oder so genannten ostsee ratsels auf basis eines vergleichs zwischen den regionalpolitiken zweier staatlicher
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schlusselakteure schweden und finnland wobei der europaische integrationsprozess als ubergeordneter bezugsrahmen fur die untersuchung dient in the course
of the 1990s a variety of regional initiatives and associations emerged in the baltic sea region as a result today the region features an extremely high
concentration of regionalist structures which add up to a tight network of cooperative arrangements that all label themselves as baltic the present study
looks closely at this specific regional phenomenon the baltic sea conundrum by employing a comparative approach looking at the cases of sweden and
finland their political performance as both regional stakeholders and members of the eu it is sought to show how in recent years regional agendas have
intersected with european issues and vice versa
Peace News 1969 this scholarly monograph investigates and discusses the concepts of character and consciousness through an interdisciplinary reading
relying primarily on philosophical concepts and discourse providing a genealogy of the notion of character from victorian novelists to the notion of
consciousness in modern writers the author applies philosophical approaches such as the metaphysics of schopenhauer the phenomenology of merleau ponty
and the hermeneutics of gadamer to major british authors to examine not one but various levels of consciousness from bodily through metaphysical to
ethical this work is a direct contribution to the nascent field of consciousness studies as it offers a new definition of consciousness for literary
criticism in a philosophical and not psychological way the research will also contribute to the intellectual history of 19th and 20th century english
literature fine research and worthy of being studied along with robert langbaum and daniel schneider in the quest for the notion of character not as a
given but as a theoretical construct that evolves into the idea of consciousness professor james blake n y u
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